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NESSA CHAIR 
 
Classic in its silhouette, the lustrous curves of this chair complement those of the modern day woman. A glossy varnish reveals the many hues of 
the sultry fabric being draped and adorned.  
 

AS SHOWN 
 
Upholstery: Lux velvet color 0071 from the KOKET TEXTILES collection  
Feet: Polished brass with high gloss finish 
 
OPTIONS  
 
Upholstery: Available in any fabric from the KOKET TEXTILES collection or 
COM/COL  
Feet: Available in brass, nickel or black nickel and copper plated brass with 
high gloss or matte finish 
  
* Optional finishes may be subject to upcharge; available upon request. 
 

** KOKET products are one-of-a-kind handcrafted pieces. Each item has its own unique 
attributes which are impossible to replicate identically from piece to piece due to 
human craftsmanship. It is natural for slight variations in color or shape to occur, 
however such variations are hardly visible to the eye. Product images may also differ 
slightly from the actual piece due to variations caused by media screens. 

 
REQUIREMENTS 
 
COM - 4 meters fabric W x 1,4 meters L or 5,6 sq meters 
COL - 7,3 sq meters or 78,6 sq feet 
 
PRODUCTION LEAD TIME 
 
Minimum 12 weeks. Delivery time not included. 
 
DIMENSIONS 
 
W. 74 cm / 29,1 in 
D. 72 cm / 28,4 in 
H. 80 cm / 31,5 in 
SH. 40 cm / 15,8 in 
SD. 55 cm / 21,7 in 
 
WEIGHT 
 
29 Kg / 64 Pounds 

PACKAGING INFORMATION  
 
Dimensions 

Box 1: 
W. 81 cm / 31,8 in 
D. 85 cm / 33,4 in 
H. 97 cm / 38,1 in 
 
Weight 
Box 1: 
44 Kg / 97 Pounds 

 

 
CLEANING & CARE 
 
Care for textiles by vacuuming or lightly brushing. Maintain textiles by 
keeping them away from direct sunlight. Rotate and flip cushions when 
vacuuming for even wear. The nap of high pile textiles such as velvets may 
become crushed or lose its original pile height. We recommend light 
steaming to lift the pile to its original height. The textile should also be 
brushed with a de-linting brush to maintain its pile. Water based or solvent 
cleaner may cause discoloration or staining. We recommend that stained or 
soiled textiles be professionally cleaned. 
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